Abstract: This paper addresses the performance comparison of Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) with novel Wavelet Neural Network (WNN) of designing intelligent controllers for path planning of mobile robot in an unknown environment. In the proposed WNN, different types of activation functions such as Mexican Hat, Gaussian and Morlet wavelet functions are used in the hidden nodes. The neural networks are trained by an intelligent supervised learning technique so that the robot makes a collision-free path in the unknown environment during navigation from different starting points to targets/goals. The efficiency of two algorithms is compared using some MATLAB simulations and experimental setup with Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller in terms of path length and time taken to reach the target as an indicator for the accuracy of the network models.
Introduction
Autonomous navigation of mobile robotic agent is the ability of the robot to move in an unknown environment with obstacles based on its knowledge/intelligence and the sensor information in order to reach the target point without collision. Such type of mobile robot has wide applications in the real world life where human being is unsafe to work. In recent years, it has been employed in
• Automatic driving of vehicles • Material handling/transportation and household services • Military, agriculture, mining etc.
• Populated places, such as shopping malls, hospitals and airports The obstacles in the workspace/environment may be static/dynamic and often its position is also uncertain. As the mobile robot has no inherent intelligence therefore, an appropriate intelligent algorithm should be designed in order to control the motion of the robotic agent/vehicle to avoid collision with obstacles without human assistance. This consists of the abilities of mobile robotic agent to execute the plan appropriately under various clustered unknown environments. In navigation system, there are two main behaviors of the autonomous mobile robot, i.e. obstacle avoidance and goal reaching behavior with shortest distance. To achieve such type of tasks, the mobile robot must be artificially intelligent and should be able to extract the working environment's complete information using some kind of sensors.
In recent years, the automatic navigation of intelligent mobile robot in unknown and changing environment has been investigated by many researchers using different soft computing techniques, such as fuzzy logic, neural networks etc. to find out a smooth collision-free path. A considerable amount of work has been implemented [1  8] using Mamdani/Sugeno based fuzzy logic technique under static/dynamic obstacle environments. Simulation and experimental work have been carried out by researchers to validate their algorithms. Neural network based controllers [10  11] have been implemented in path planning of autonomous mobile robot using multilayered perceptron neural network trained by back propagation algorithm to obtain mobile robot's left and right wheel velocity in a partially unstructured environment. Panigrahi et al. [11] have implemented a wavelet neural network based mobile robot for avoiding different shapes of static obstacles in unknown environments using MATLAB simulations. Jiang et al. [12] have proposed two different techniques, such as neural and fuzzy logic control for tracking of mobile robot's path in the unknown dynamic environment. An improved back-propagation algorithm has been used for training such network. The robustness of the algorithm was also verified by some simulations. However, the approach needs many attempts for tuning the parameters of the fuzzy controller. Basically fuzzy logic controller is designed using humans' experience/expertise to extract knowledge and to develop heuristic rule-base without knowing the analytical model of the system. Therefore, it is very difficult to control the mobile robot's motion in complex environments. Panigrahi et al. [13] have compared between MLP and RBF neural network based intelligent controllers to avoid static obstacles in the unknown environment. However, there is very little literature, which has addressed about the convergence of neural network algorithm. Baker [14] has proposed a neuro-fuzzy rule-base technique in path planning of mobile robot in an unknown environment. In his research work, neural network was used to obtain the optimized activation rules and a fuzzy logic controller for path planning of robot during navigation. Gigras et al. [15] have implemented an ant colony optimization algorithm to obtain an optimized collision free navigational path with respect to path length and time. The efficiency of the algorithm was verified with simulations. Castro et al. [16] have proposed an algorithm to control robot's motion during navigation in a partially structured environment using the probabilistic neural network. Buniyamin et al. [17] have discussed an algorithm, based on the measurement of shortest distance obstacles using sensors for path planning of mobile robot in a static environment. The algorithm was designed to minimize the use of obstacle's outer perimeter to generate a complete collision free path from starting point to a destination. Yang and Meng [18] have proposed a biologically artificial neural network based technique in real-world environment for collision-free motion of mobile robot in path planning problem. Braganza et al. [19] have described a path motionplanning controller using neural network feedforward configuration to compensate the dynamic uncertainties. Singh and Parhi [20] have proposed an artificial neural network based controller for path optimization using mobile robot in different complex environments. Multi-layer perceptron architecture with back propagation training algorithm is used in the algorithm. Kondo [21] has described an online learning ability based algorithm instead of weight adjustment parameter based algorithm in simulated platform. Corradini et al. [22] have used a neural network approach with mobile robot in tracking problem. Er et al. [23] have deigned a genetic algorithm based reinforcement learning which determines its behavior appropriately to adapt the problems caused by broken sensors so that the autonomous mobile robot moves in the unknown environments without hitting with obstacles. Zhang et al. [24] have presented a simplified control structure for the trajectory tracking design of non-holonomic wheeled mobile robots using H 2 and H-infinity control methods. Panigrahi et al. [25] have implemented a probabilistic neural network based controller to obtain a non-collision free path during navigation of robot in unknown static obstacle environments. Velagic et al. [26] have proposed a neural network based path planning controller. But the optimal selection of synaptic weights of the given architecture is difficult. However, there are some other techniques, like artificial potential field, vector field histogram etc. have been used to solve such type of problems. Intelligent neural network [27  30] based reinforcement learning rules has been used to learn the reaction of mobile robot for robotic manipulators and mobile robot navigation. The above review work suggests that ANN can offer promising solutions in robotic navigation problem, because of their ability to learn complex non-linear relationship between input sensors values and output control variables. Thus, some new kind of intelligent and faster ANN controller is required that can cope with artificial intelligence techniques for obtaining a smooth and optimum collision free path for real time motion planning of mobile robot in different types of static obstacle environments. The proposed algorithm is based on obstacle avoidance and goal reaching behavior. The main objective of this work is to compare the performance of RBFNN based path planner with the proposed WNN based in terms of path length, travel time, learning speed and guarantee of convergence in the application of navigation of mobile robot in different clustered environments. Fig.1 represents a mobile robot with multiple obstacles in the environment. The robot is to move in an unknown environment with target angle ( )  so as to reach from starting location to any destination/goal without collision by avoiding a set of obstacles. ultrasonic sensors from various obstacles with respect to robot and , i j , k are positive integers. To generate a smooth collision-free path, the mobile robot may have to move along a straight-line path or to make turn (left/right) with appropriate steering angle depending on the position of the obstacles in the environment. To do so, four inputs are included for neural network, such as LOD, FOD, ROD, target/goal angle (TA) and one output called steering angle (SA). During navigation, the target angle is given at all time to the robot. The environment may contain static obstacles of different shapes and sizes.
Mobile Robot Configuration and Kinematic Analysis
As mentioned in Fig. 2a , the following notations are considered during kinematic analysis of robot, i.e.  is the mobile robot's steering angle, d is the distance from front to rear axle,  is the target/ goal angle of robot, R is the radius of curvature, w is the angular velocity, L v and R v are ground left and right rear wheels' linear velocities, r is each wheel's radius and L is the distance between two rear wheels. 
Assumptions
The following assumptions are considered: (i) The mobile robot must rotate about a point, called as the instantaneous center of curvature; (ii) No slippage: wheels do not slip during rolling; (iii) The traveled distance is assumed to be equal to r   ; (iv) Lateral slippage may be neglected.
Analysis
The robot has 2 degrees of freedom; ( , ) x y ,  are the position and heading or target angle of robot;  is the steering angle of robot; the coordinate ( , , ) x y  is the pose of the robot in the plane. Fig. 2b is the robot pose in global coordinate system. Referring Fig. 2a the radius of curvature is
Here cos , sin ,
Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN)
The basic RBFNN structure in Fig. 3a consists of three layers; an input layer, a kernel layer (hidden layer) and an output layer.
The kernel layer consists of a set of kernel basis functions, called radial basis functions. Each radial basis function (RBF) has two key parameters, i.e. center and width. The hidden nodes measure the distance between the input vector and center of RBF. The RBF attains a peak value when the distance between center and input vector is zero and decreases gradually as the distance increases. Each neuron in the hidden layer utilizes Gaussian function as an activation function. The output of RBFNN is a linear combination of (weighted sum) radial basis functions calculated by kernel units. The general radial basis output equation for interpolation of the network is
denotes the th k hidden node radial basis function; k w represents the weight between hidden and output nodes;  is the output of the network and i is the number of hidden nodes. The input to the RBFNN is LOD, FOD, ROD and TA. The first layer is used as an input layer, which directly read signals in terms of distance of obstacles from the robot using three ultrasonic sensors. The output layer generates information about steering angle of mobile robot. The flowchart concerned with the problem is represented in Fig. 3b . The RBF network is trained using gradient descent method. The gradient descent method is an effective method to train RBF neural network for approximation. Using gradient descent method, the parameters can be updated as follows:
where (0,1)  is the learning is rate and (0,1)  is the momentum factor. A measure of the performance of the network is the instantaneous sum-square difference between d  (desired) and a  (actual) for the given training patterns.
During training, the RBF output a  may differ from the desired output d  for the set of given training patterns.
In order to determine the best result in terms of collision-free path from starting point to target point, the neurons in the hidden layer have been varied with 10,12,15,18 and 20 by hit and trial method. It was found from simulation results that with 12 numbers of neuron in the hidden layer the path obtained by robot is collision free. The optimum values of the network parameters are obtained considering MSE for the training patterns. , is calculated as
where ( 
where, jk w is the weight of the connection between the hidden layer and the output layer. In the proposed WNN model, three ultrasonic sensors information and target angle are applied at the input considering three different wavelet functions as activation function separately. The idea of wavelet network is to adapt the wavelet basis functions to the training data. Hence, wavelet estimator is expected to be more efficient than the sigmoidal neural network in RBFNN.
The WNN weights and parameters are updated according to the error
where 
Using delta learning method, the weights has been updated considering 10,12,15,18 and 20 hidden nodes with a learning rate 0.01and momentum factor 0.5 (both chosen empirically). It is to be noted that learning can take place continuously even in a normal target seeking situation. Using this method, the WNN controller adopts the changes in the mobile robot's path smoothly with hidden nodes 12 while moving towards the target.
The following steps are involved in the training phase of WNN network:
Step I: Data preprocessing: first of all, the original data is quantified and normalized, and then the data is divided into training set and testing set for network training and testing, respectively
Step II: Initializing WNN Network: connecting weights , 
, , and
and scale factor j a randomly with the learning rate η.
Step III: Training WNN: Input the training pair into WNN, Compute the predicted output steering angle i.e. n  and calculate the error e.
Step IV: Updating of weights: Update the mother wavelet function's parameters and weights of the network such that prediction error value e of the network will approach to the actual values.
Step V: If the error target value is not reached at given n th iteration, find the difference between the target and actual output then compute
and i i j j a b     using the learning rate (η) and the momentum factor ( )  .
Step VI: Repeat the steps I-VI till convergence is achieved. The WNN is trained by providing with 250 patterns considering different scenarios, some of which are shown in Fig. 4ii . For example, in Fig. 4ii a, the robot is moving towards an obstacle but another obstacle is at the right side; no obstacle is at left and there is no target within sight. Table 1 represents some empirical training data (i.e. LOD, FOD, ROD, TA and its SA) for mobile robot in different environments. Such training patterns have been developed under the assumption that robot can move from any starting point to target by avoiding any number of obstacles in the first and second quadrants. Once the WNN is trained if robot faces a new set of obstacles during its travel the neural network will generate a new steering angle to obtain non collision free path. The pseudo code of WNN algorithm utilizing different activation functions is shown in Fig. 5a . The proposed WNN controller is designed on the basis of three types of activation functions in the hidden layer which are shown in Fig. 5b − Fig. 5d. Fig. 6 represents the flow chart of navigation of mobile robot in unknown obstacle environment from initial starting point to final goal/target point without collision. 
Simulation Results and Discussion
The aim of this work is to develop an intelligent algorithm that allows the mobile robot to navigate between starting and target points within clustered unknown environments and to find out a collision free paths with shortest path length and travel time. In this research work, the simulation is conducted in two-dimensional workspaces, which is an approach to know the real expected result. The series of simulation tests have been carried out using two different ANN algorithms by Pentium IV, dual core 1.3 GHZ processor with 2 GB RAM in personal computer using MATLAB R2014b version software under Windows 10 platform. The simulation platform consists of two dimensional 500 500  square unit areas with different shapes and sizes of obstacles at an arbitrary location. To demonstrate the efficiency and robustness of different algorithms, simulation results are exhibited in different complex environments. Figs.7a and 7b, Figs. 8a and 8b, Figs. 9a and 9b , illustrates the simulation results obtained during navigation of mobile robot in different clustered environments.
In the simulation workspace, the red color curved path represents path generated by mobile robot in different environments using RBFNN and WNN algorithms. The Fig. 7a, Fig. 8a and Fig. 9a represent the path of mobile robot using RBFNN algorithm. Fig. 7b, Fig. 8b and Fig. 9b indicate the navigational path of mobile robot using the proposed WNN algorithm while moving from same starting points (Start) to the goal points (Goal) as obtained by RBFNN algorithm in different environments.
During simulation work, different starting and goal points are considered to adjudge the effectiveness of the algorithm. As the important part of robot behavior is obstacle avoidance, therefore different types of static obstacles such as L-shape, I-shape, inverted U-shape, square and rectangular shape obstacles are taken into consideration in complex environments. In real world, examples of static obstacles may be walls, poles, trees etc. When robot encounters such type of objects it can cause obstacle avoidance behavior, which consists of any combination of stopping, turning and slowing down activities. When the information acquired by three sensors shows that there are no obstacles near the robot, its prime behavior is target seeking. During navigation the trained ANN controller adjusts the robot's motion with respect to the position of obstacles in the environment and finally moves the robot to reach the goal. When robot finds there are no obstacles around it, the goal seeking task activates, as a result robot moves towards the goal in straight path otherwise if obstacles are present near the robot then obstacle avoidance task activates so that robot makes curved path to avoid collision with obstacles. That is, once the robot crosses the threshold distance from the obstacles, immediately goal-seeking task starts working so that it moves towards the goal in straight path.
In this work, the two proposed algorithms are applied in four types of environments as depicted in Figs. 79. In order to verify the superiority between two ANN controllers, a comparison has been done from MATLAB simulation results that are presented in Table 2 , considering the path length in cm and also in terms of pixels by the robot to reach the target. Table 3 shows the comparison of path length in simulation and experimental mode with respect to Fig. 14 using WNN controller. At the end, the proposed WNN algorithm has been compared with the results of Panigrahi et al. [25] in the same environment, i.e. Figs. 10a and 10b and Figs. 11a and 11b . The efficiency of PNN and WNN controllers in terms of path length in pixels, distance in cm and time taken by the robot to reach the goal is compared in Tables 5 and 6 . From Tables 2 and 3, it is observed that the both path length and pixels using WNN controller are less than the RBFNN controller. Moreover, from Tables 2 to 6 it may be concluded that the proposed WNN controller takes less time and makes shorter path length to reach the goal in the environments as shown in Figs. 7a and 7b, Figs. 8a and 8b, Figs. 9a and 9b, Figs. 10a and 10b and Figs. 11a and 11b . This comparison shows a good agreement.
Experimental Set Up
In order to validate the simulation results, an experimental analysis has been carried out by a differential driven mobile robot. The robot is equipped with the following accessories while performing the experiments in several realtime environments. 1. Fig. 12c represents the mobile robot's accessories to make an autonomous mobile robot to fulfil our objective, where Arduino Mega 2560 is a Microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. It consists of 54 input/output pins (of which 14 are used for PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, an USB connector, a power jack, an ICSP header and a reset button. Using Arduino command (program is prepared using C) and its functions each of the 54 digital pins of Microcontroller can be used as an input or output of a given task. Fig 12a and Fig 12b show the test set up of Arduino Mega 2560 and complete architecture of robot. 2. The robotic system using an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller is interfaced to a LCD, a magnetic compass sensor and two rear DC motors. The compass sensor determines the vehicle direction by continuously providing measurement of heading angle ( )  . The microcontroller drives the DC motors using motor driver to move the vehicle to the destination location by generating appropriate steering angle ( )  . Three ultrasonic sensors are utilized to carry out the obstacle detection and obstacle avoidance is achieved with the help of command from microcontroller. 3. For autonomous navigation an Arduino 3 axis magnetic compass (HMC 5883L) is provided to measure the earth's magnetic field in three axes. The 3-axis compass module measures field in thee directions labeled X, Y and Z. It is used to determine the direction of the robot. In experimental mode, the goal/destination location point coordinates are provided to the Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller at beginning. Using Arduino codes (C-codes), the pathplanning program has been prepared, and some of the programs are presented in the Fig.15a and 15b. It is observed that the mobile robot has successfully navigated from starting point to target point making collision free path. Table 3 shows the results of path length in pixels and time to reach the target in seconds with simulation as well as experimental modes. It is observed that the proposed WNN controller algorithm makes lesser number of pixels and takes shorter time both during simulation and experimental work. After obtaining the above information, another comparison has also been made in terms of path length in simulation, experimental mode. Mean values of error are presented in Tables 3 and 7 to conclude the findings of this research work. It may be concluded that though the WNN controller makes shortest path length and takes lesser time in navigation but the experimental path length and time taken to reach the target were more than the simulation results. This may be due to the presence of signal transmission error in data cable, goal tracking error, frictional error in rotating elements, slippage between floor and wheels, friction between supported point and floor etc.). (Fig.9b) 1.54 1.64 (Fig.14c) 6.02 Length of the path in (cm) PNN (Fig.10a) 412 53 5.9 WNN (Fig.10b) 562 49.06 5.7 
Conclusion
There exist many ANN controllers for path planning of mobile robot in unknown environment containing static obstacles. In this work a WNN controller has been proposed and the effectiveness of the controller has been demonstrated through a variety of clustered environments in simulation as well as in experimental mode. Considering the results presented in this work it may be concluded that there are some advantages in using WNN instead of other two algorithms, because it is possible to achieve better solution in terms of collision free path, shortest path length and takes shortest time during navigation in unknown environments of different starting points to targets. Additionally, the proposed algorithm has been verified with the result of Panigrahi et al. [25] . The results of different simulations are also validated with experimental results using Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller, which shows a good agreement to the path planning of mobile robot in unknown environment. Hence, the proposed WNN controller may be applied for the multi-robot path planning problems with static as well as dynamic obstacle environments in future work.
